The acoustic detection of intracranial aneurysms: a clinical study.
A new recording method for the acoustical detection of intracranial aneurysms is presented. A study examining the capability of the method to discriminate between patients with an aneurysm and control patients by a simple, objective parameter is reported. Sound signals were recorded over the eyes, and a real-time spectral analysis was performed on these signals. For this study, recordings performed on 26 patients with an aneurysm were compared with recordings on 26 age- and sex-matched control patients without intracerebral abnormalities. As a result of measures taken to reduce artifacts and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the measurements were performed reliably, with little inconvenience for the patients; all measurements could be used for analysis. The power spectra measured in the control patients showed a typical, smoothly descending pattern; those measured in the aneurysm patients clearly differed from this pattern, showing peaks of varying width, height, and dominant frequency. For the objective judgment of the power spectra, the power median is introduced. The sensitivity and specificity of this parameter were determined. Possible methods to improve the results will be discussed.